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Abstract: Compound-protein interactions (CPIs) are critical
in drug discovery for identifying therapeutic targets, drug side
effects, and repurposing existing drugs. Machine learning
(ML) algorithms have emerged as powerful tools for CPI
prediction, offering notable advantages in cost-effectiveness
and efficiency. This review provides an overview of recent
advances in both structure-based and non-structure-based CPI
prediction ML models, highlighting their performance and
achievements. It also offers insights into CPI prediction-related
datasets and evaluation benchmarks. Lastly, the article
presents a comprehensive assessment of the current land-
scape of CPI prediction, elucidating the challenges faced and
outlining emerging trends to advance the field.
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Background

The affinity between a ligand molecule and a target reflects
how tightly the ligand binds to a particular target. The

identification of compound-protein interactions (CPI) plays a
decisive role in drug discovery as it provides insights into
therapeutic targets [1], drug side effects [2], and the new use
of old drugs [3]. However, the experimental determination
of compound-protein interactions (CPIs), quantified by
measures such as the dissociation constant (Kd), inhibition
constant (Ki), half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50),
etc., is often time-consuming and laborious. Furthermore,
experimental methods remain limited both in coverage
and throughput [4]. To systematically prioritize and speed
up experimental work, researchers have developed many
computational methods to predict CPI.

Recent developments in the field of artificial intelligence
(AI) have brought new opportunities for drug discovery.
AI provides promising tools for several areas of pharmacology,
including prediction of protein-ligand interactions (PLI), drug-
target interactions (DTI), and protein-protein interactions
(PPI). CPI prediction is one of the highlights [5]. Various ligand-
and/or structure-based machine learning (ML) models have
been developed to study the relationships between com-
pounds and their potential target space, such as Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVM) [6], Random Forests (RF) [7], Gaussian
Processes [8], and Boosting [9]. In recent years, with the
increasing publication of large-scale CPI datasets, such as
PDBbind [10], CrossDocked [11], BindingDB [12], and Drug-
Bank [13], the applications of AI have enhanced chemo-
genomics approaches, quantitative structure activity
relationships (QSARs), andmolecular docking [14–17], showing
improved accuracy and efficiency on CPI prediction [18].

The decision to establish a CPI prediction model greatly
depends on whether the crystal structure of the target
protein is present or not. The protein’s crystal structure
provides more interaction information, which helps estab-
lish a model with better predictive performance. However,
most proteins’ crystal structures have not been resolved, and
determining the three-dimensional structure of a protein
experimentally by X-ray crystallography and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) can be resource-intensive and
time-consuming. Therefore, many CPI prediction models
based on non-structural information have been proposed.

In this review, we categorize CPI prediction models into
two types: structure-based and non-structure-based models,
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depending on whether three-dimensional (3D) structure data
of theprotein is utilized (Figure 1). Protein structure-basedCPI
prediction introduces representative structure-based CPI
prediction models, including scoring functions and confor-
mational prediction models. Non-structure-based CPI pre-
diction introduces recent advances in non-structure-based
CPI prediction models, including chemogenomics-based
models, transcriptomics-based models, and network-based
models. Additionally, we describe commonly used datasets
and evaluation benchmarks for CPI prediction. In Discussion
we summarize the current status of CPI prediction models,
identify trends in the field, and propose strategies for
developing better CPI prediction models.

Protein structure-based CPI
prediction

Compound-protein interactions occur in three-dimensional
space. The 3D structural data of protein-compound in-
teractions can provide visualization of the important

interaction motifs between them. This information can
guide the structural modification of compounds to improve
their binding affinity and selectivity, as well as help to
explain the causes of activity cliffs, which are drastic
changes in biological activity caused by small changes in
compound structure. Therefore, using the 3D structural
data of compound-protein complexes can lead to more
accurate prediction of their interactions and guide the
rational design of compounds, improving the efficiency of
the drug discovery process.

While free energy perturbation (FEP) [19] and
thermodynamic integration (TI) [20] can predict binding
free energy more accurately, their applications are limited
due to low computational efficiency. As an alternative,
the two-end-state free energy calculation approaches,
molecular mechanics energies combined with the Poisson-
Boltzmann or generalized Born and surface area contin-
uum solvation (MM/PBSA andMM/GBSA)methods, provide
a balance between speed and accuracy but still rely on
time-consuming molecular dynamics simulations for
conformational sampling [21].

Figure 1: Categorization of compound-protein interaction (CPI) predictionmodels. FASTA, FAST-All; SMILES, Simplifiedmolecular input line entry system.
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To address the need for rapid binding affinity pre-
dictions between molecules and targets in large-scale
compound libraries, molecular docking has been devel-
oped to obtain compound-protein interactions and affinities
accurately and rapidly. The reliability of molecular docking
largely depends on the accuracy of the adopted scoring
function (SF), which is used to determine the binding
mode and site of a ligand and predict its binding affinity for a
given protein target. A classical SF assumes a predetermined
theory-inspired functional form for the relationship
between the features characterizing the structure of the
protein–ligand complex and its predicted binding affinity,
while machine learning-based scoring functions (MLSFs)
utilizemachine learning algorithms to capture the nonlinear
relationship between features and binding strength rather
than relying on linear regression methods. More recently,
geometric deep learning models enable direct-shot predic-
tion of the optimal ligand conformation within the protein
pocket to complete the docking process [22].

Overview of scoring functions

Scoring functions can be methodologically divided into four
categories: physics-based, empirical, knowledge-based, and
MLSFs [23]. The initial three classical scoring functions
primarily employ the linear regression method, albeit with
variations in the types of feature items they incorporate.
In contrast, MLSFs integrate a nonlinear regression
machine-learning approach (Table 1).

Physics-based SFs use linear additive energy terms
derived from a molecular mechanics force-field to directly

compute the interactions between the atoms of protein and
ligand. The non-bond interaction energy is usually
expressed as the sum of van der Waals and electrostatic
interaction terms. Additional shorter-range terms are added
to account for hydrogen bond. Considering entropy and
solvent effect by incorporating the torsion entropy of ligand
and the solvation/desolvation effect can further improve the
predictive accuracy of Physics-based SFs. Recent research
has also introduced SFs based on quantum mechanics
(QM) and hybrid quantum mechanical/molecular me-
chanics (QM/MM) approach to address challenges related to
covalent interactions, polarization, and charge transfer.
However, MM or QM models of physics-based SFs are
computationally expensive [24–26]. Representative methods
within physics-based SFs include GoldScore [27] and UCSF
DOCK [28]. Their general functional form is as follows:

ΔGbind = ΔEvdW + ΔEelectrostatic + ΔEH−bond + ΔGdesolvation (1)

The empirical SFs decompose protein–ligand binding
affinities into several individual energetic factors, such as
hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic effects, steric clashes, etc.
The functional form of them is similar to physics-based
scoring functions, but the weights of their energetic factors
are optimized by linear regression analysis employing a
training set with known binding affinities [25]. The flexible
and intuitive functional form for these simple energy terms
allows the development for customized empirical SFs to
enhance performance for specific molecular systems [29].
However, they often face challenges related to double-
counting issues [30]. The majority of widely-used docking
software applications, including AutoDock, GOLD, and Glide,
rely on empirical SFs. Notably, these include ChemScore [31],
PLP [32], X-Score [33], and GlideScore [34]. For example,
ChemScore was trained by regression against binding
affinity data for 82 complexes. It takes account rewarding
scores (“S”) for hydrogen bonding, coordination bonds with
metal ions, and lipophilic contacts. It also assigns penalties
(“P”) for frozen rotatable bonds, the internal strain energy of
the ligand, and steric clashes between the protein and ligand,
resulting in the following formula:

ChemScore = SH−bond + Smetal + Slipophilic + Protor + Pstrain

+ Pclash + Pcovalent + Pconstraint
(2)

Knowledge-based SFs are based on the pairwise sum of
statistical potentials between interacting atom pairs from
protein-ligand complexes by applying an inverse Boltzmann
analysis in a large data set of protein-ligand complexes. The
primary advantage of knowledge-based scoring functions
lies in their conceptual simplicity and computational
efficiency [23]. However, their drawback arises from the
fact that the assessment of atom pair distributions and

Table : Summary of four types of scoring functions.

Scoring
function

Description Representative
methods

Physics-
based

Calculate the interactions between
protein and ligand atoms by summing
the energy terms obtained from a
molecular mechanics force field

GoldScore [];
UCSF DOCK []

Empirical A linear function of predetermined
energetic factors, whose weights are
determined through regression
analysis using experimental data

ChemScore [];
PLP [];
X-score [];
GlideScore []

Knowledge-
based

The pairwise sum of statistical
potentials between atom pairs from
protein-ligand complexes

PMF []; ASP [];
DrugScore []

Machine
learning-
based

Utilize non-linear machine learning
algorithms to capture the nonlinear
relationship between features and
binding strength

NNscore [];
RF-score [];
SFCscoreRF [];
ID-score []
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frequencies does not fully align with actual scenarios [35].
Representative methods within empirical SFs include
PMF [36], ASP [37], DrugScore [38]. Its general functional
form is as follows:

ωij(r) = −kBT ln[gij(r)] = −kBT ln
⎡
⎣ρij(r)

ρ*
ij

⎤
⎦ (3)

A = ∑
ligand

i
∑

protein

j
ωij(r) (4)

Here, ρij(r) is the number density of pairs of type i-j at
distance r while ρ*ij is the same quantity for a reference state
where there is no interaction between types i and j. Then,
with the relative number density of atom pairwise i-j at
distance r, denoted as gij(r), Boltzmann constant kB, and the
absolute temperature T, the distance-dependent potential
between atom pair i-j ωij(r) can be obtained. Finally, the
pairwise statistical potentials between protein and ligand
are summed up to represent binding strength.

The introduction of ML techniques has been a break-
through for structure-based drug design (SBDD), and many
papers have reported outstanding performance of ML-based
compound-protein binding prediction, especially MLSFs in
the last decade [39–41]. Unlike classical SFs, MLSFs utilize
machine learning algorithms to capture the nonlinear rela-
tionship between features and binding strength rather than
relying on linear regression methods. This allows MLSFs to
accurately describe complicated relationships in many
systems. Additionally, they offer better flexibility as they
do not require a predefined function form.

The construction of ML-based compound-protein bind-
ing prediction model can be divided into four steps: (1)
preparing protein-ligand complex datasets for training and
testing, (2) characterizing the protein-ligand interaction, (3)
using ML algorithms to learn the relationship between
features and binding strength, and (4) using various evalu-
ation metrics for evaluation. According to the Comparative
Assessment of Scoring Functions-2016 (CASF) [46], an SF
should be assessed for four aspects: (1) Scoring power, which
refers to the ability of SFs to reproduce the linear correlation
between predicted and experimental values. (2) Ranking
power, which refers to the ability of SFs to accurately rank
the molecules of a specific target. (3) Docking power, which
refers to the ability of SFs to identify the natural binding
conformation from a set of decoy conformations. (4)
Screening power, which refers to the ability of SFs to
distinguish active molecules from inactive ones in virtual
screening (VS).

The protein-ligand complex featurization strategy
plays the key role on the capacity of MLSFs. Featurization
strategies can be classified into two categories based on the

way of feature extraction: feature engineering-based stra-
tegies and feature learning-based strategies [47]. Feature
engineering-based strategies require manual design and
selection of feature, including specific energy features,
pairwise counts and potentials of protein-ligand atoms,
protein-ligand interaction fingerprints, and mathematical
features (Figure 2 and Table 2). Feature learning-based
strategies, on the other hand, automatically extract features
using end-to-end deep learning algorithms. This method can
obtain diverse, nonlinear, and latent feature sets to achieve
better performance on sufficient data. The features extrac-
ted by such strategies can be further classified as atom
context-based features, grid-based features, and graph-based
features (Figure 3 and Table 3). Furthermore, the SE(3)-
equivariant and invariant-based graph models expanded
feature learning-based MLSFs, enabling the completion of
the entire docking process. In the next section, we will
introduce these featurization strategies and representative
recent work in the field of ML-based compound-protein
binding prediction.

Feature engineering-based MLSFs

Featurization based on energy terms

Empirical SFs provide energy terms such as van der Waals
and electrostatic potentials that are commonly used as
features when developing MLSFs. These energy terms
encompass all physicochemical factors related to molecular
recognition, including enthalpy, desolvation, entropy, and
pure ligand or receptor information. Representative SFs
include ΔvinaRF20 [48], SFCscoreRF [44], and ID-Score [45].

SFCscoreRF shares most of the descriptors of SFCscore,
including rotatable bonds, hydrogen bonds, and hydropho-
bic area, among others. The previous regression algorithm
used for training has been replaced with the machine
learning algorithm RF, using data from PDBbind. The
IDscore is similar to SFCscoreRF. ΔvinaRF20 predicts the
correction term of Autodock Vina SFs using RF instead of
predicting the binding affinity, resulting in improved accu-
racy. The data set includes natural conformations from the
decoys set of CASR andweak affinity conformations from the
General Set of PDBbind-v2014. Feature extraction involves
selecting 10 energy terms fromAutoDock Vina and 10 feature
terms related to solvent accessible surface area from the
MSMS program [49]. The model outperformed other SFs on
the CASF-2007 and CASF-2016 benchmarks. In 2019, Zhang
et al. optimized ΔvinaRF20 to obtain ΔvinaXGB, which uses
eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) instead of RF for
improved scoring accuracy and stability [50]. The extra
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consideration of ligand-bound water molecules as features
improves the scoring performance. In 2022, Zhang et al.
further developed ΔvinaXGB to obtain ΔLin_F9XGB, which
performs even better on the CASF-2016 [51]. These results
suggest that optimizing correction terms using AI algorithms
is a promising way to improve SFs’ performance effectively.

Ye et al. proposed a novel SF called EAT-Score, which
directly utilizes the energy auxiliary terms (EAT) from
molecular docking scoring through XGBoost [52]. The model
combines various energy terms from several classical SFs
and protein-ligand interaction fingerprint information for
prediction. The performance of EAT-Score in discriminating
actives from decoys was validated on DUD-E using different
performance metrics. The results showed that EAT-Score
outperformed classical SFs in virtual screening, with ROC
(area under Receiver Operating Characteristic curve) values
exhibiting an improvement of around 0.3.

Featurization based on protein-ligand atom pairwise
counts

The featurization strategy based on protein-ligand atom
pairwise counts is similar to classical knowledge-based

SFs. Atom pairwise counts or potentials between protein
and ligand atoms are used to represent protein-ligand
interactions, based on the assumption that the frequency of
atom pairwise counts is correlated with their importance.
This strategy is more computationally efficient and can
provide more structural information about the complexes,
as represented by SFs such as NNscore [42] and RF-score [43].

NNscore is a binary classifier that distinguishes
well-docked and poorly docked complexes. It uses five types
of counts and potentials of atom pairs from classical
knowledge-based SFs to represent protein-ligand proximity
contact, medium distance contact, electrostatic interaction
energy, number of ligand atom types, and number of ligand
rotatable bonds. The 194 features obtained are then fed
into a fully connected network to predict the probability of
whether the molecule is well-docked or not.

RF-score is a representative MLSF that was proposed in
2010 and has since been developed to the fourth generation.
It uses the frequency of protein-ligand atom pair occur-
rences within a certain distance as its feature, defining 9
common atomic element types (C, N, O, S, P, F, Cl, Br, and I)
for proteins and ligands. Since F, P, Cl, Br, and I atoms are
not present in proteins, each protein-ligand complex can be

Figure 2: Feature engineering-based strategies. (A) Specific energy terms. (B) Protein-ligand atom pairwise counts. (C) Protein-ligand interaction
fingerprints. (D) Mathematical features.
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represented as a vector containing (4*9) features. The
model is then combined with RF algorithms and trained
on PDBbind-v2007. The results showed that the best Rp
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient) value of the model
could reach 0.776, which is significantly better than most
classical SFs. RF-Score-v2 optimized parameters such as
atom pairwise type, featurization strategy, and model se-
lection, and Rp can reach 0.803 [53]. RF-Score-v3 introduced 6
additional empirical energy terms of AutoDock Vina based on
the features of the first version, improving the generalization
ability of the model [54].

Li et al. and Qu et al. developed HydraMap to predict the
favorable hydration sites in the binding pocket of a protein
molecule [55, 56]. This method uses statistical potentials to
quantify the interactions between protein atoms and water
molecules. Such statistical potentials were derived from
10,987 crystal structures selected from the Protein Data Bank
(PDB), and then the model calculates the frequency of
occurrence of atom pairwise formed by water and protein-

ligand atoms. Finally, authors incorporated the features
extracted from protein-bound waters obtained in this way
together with the amino acid fingerprinting of the bound
water site, buried solvent availability surface area (bSASA),
into three ML-based SFs (RF-score, ECIF, and PLEC). The
result tested on CASF-2016 showed that the introduction of
HydraMap significantly improved the performance of SFs.

Featurization based on protein-ligand interaction
fingerprints

The concept of protein-ligand interaction fingerprints (IFPs)
was originally introduced for docking scenarios. Over
the past few decades, several IFPs have been proposed, the
pioneer of which is SIFt, a model proposed by Deng et al. in
2004 [57]. SIFt generates fingerprints that convert complex
3D structural information into one-dimensional binary
strings, making data visualization, analysis, and organiza-
tion easier. When applied to the field of MLSFs, IFPs can be
subdivided into classical IFPs based on geometrical and
pharmacophore information, and energy-based IFPs based
on energy information. Representative IFPs include
SPLIF [58] and Pharm-IF [59].

Pharm-IF, a pharmacophore-based IFP, calculates
residue-based IFPs to detect 12 types of protein-ligand
interactions. The pharmacophoric features of ligand atoms
and their distances are then used to characterize the inter-
action pairs. The feature vector is created by adding all the
values of interaction pairs together. Da et al. developed
SPLIF, a method similar to SIFt, but SPLIF maps more types
of interactions into the fingerprint (e.g., π-π stacking,
polarization interactions, etc.) [58]. Another team proposed
PLEC-FP, a method based on Extended Connectivity Finger-
printing (ECFP) that identifies each pair of interacting
atoms within a distance of 4.5 Å between the ligand and
protein [60]. Then, these pairs of atoms are processed
through a hashing function to produce a PLEC fingerprint
that represents protein-ligand interactions. The PLEC
fingerprint outperforms the other two IFPs, SILIRID [61] and
SPLIF [58], for binding affinity prediction.

Fassio et al. proposed LUNA, a model that integrates
three IPFs: EIEP, FIFP, andHIFP [62]. EIEP records the atomic
invariant features in the complex, such as the number of
heavy atoms covalently bound to the atom, the chemical
valence minus the number of adjacent hydrogens, the
atomic number, the number of atomic isotopes, the atomic
charge, the number of bound hydrogens, and whether the
atombelongs to a ring. FIFP encodes features of the atomand
the atomic group to which it belongs, e.g., assigning chemical
features of aromatic rings to each atom that belongs to them.

Table : Feature engineering-based MLSFs.

Model Backbone Main application

Specific energy terms
ID-score [] SVM Scoring
SFCscoreRF [] RF Scoring
ΔvinaRF [] RF Scoring, ranking, pose

prediction, VS
ΔvinaXGB [] XGBoost Scoring, ranking, docking, VS
ΔLin_FXGB [] XGBoost Scoring, ranking, docking, VS
EAT-score [] RF, XGBoost Scoring, ranking, docking, VS
Protein-ligand atom pairwise counts
NNscore [] ANN VS
RF-score [] RF Scoring
RF-score-v [] RF Scoring
RF-score-v [] RF Scoring
HydraMap [, ] RF Scoring
Protein-ligand interaction fingerprints
Pharm-IF [] SVM, NBC, RF, ANN VS
PLEC-FP [] LR, RF, ANN Scoring
Ding et al. [] SVM VS
MIEC-GBDT [] GBDT VS
LUNA [] DNN Scoring, ranking, docking, VS
Mathematical features
T-bind [] GBDT Scoring
TopologyNet [] CNN Scoring
TopBP, TopVS [] GBDT, CNN Scoring, VS
AGL-score [] GBDT Scoring
Wee et al. [] GBT Scoring

SVM, support vector machine; RF, random forest; VS, virtual screening;
XGBoost, eXtreme gradient boosting; ANN, artificial neural network; NBC,
naive bayes classifier; LR, logistic regression; GBT, gradient boosting tree;
DNN, deep neural networks; GBDT, gradient boosting decision tree; CNN,
convolutional neural networks.
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Figure 3: Feature learning-based representation strategies. (A) Atom context-based features. (B) Grid-based features. (C) Graph-based features.
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FIFP represents a more abstract role-based substructural
feature. HIFP is a mixture of encoded atomic invariants
and physicochemical features (for atomic groups). After
characterizing all the IFPs, the three fingerprint information
codes are integrated using a hashing function to obtain a
32-bit integer identifier. The results showed that LUNA
has good interpretability and can distinguish ligands by
identifying their pose similarities.

As a subclass of IPFs, energy-based IFPs can be regarded
as differential forms of specific energy features. That is,
global energy terms are decomposed into the contributions
of individual important amino acid residues in the binding
site. Ding et al. constructed an SVM classifier for screening
HIV-1 protease inhibitors [63]. The model calculates molec-
ular interaction energy components (MIEC) of each protein
residue, including van der Waals forces, electrostatic forces,
hydrogen bonding, solvation energy, and geometric
constraints, to depict protein-ligand interactions. When
trained on a small dataset with only 50 known inhibitors, it
could achieve improved enrichment of actives in the top 20
candidates. Chen et al. developed a sieve sequence model
based on MIEC and gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT)
algorithms to identify potential luciferase inhibitors [64].
It performs MM/GBSA free energy calculations and energy
decomposition of the complexes. The residue-ligand inter-ac-
tions are represented by van der Waals interactions, electro-
static interactions, and two solvation energy terms. Then,
these four decomposed terms of residues and the

corresponding total energy terms were calculated to generate
the MIEC matrix. The prediction accuracy of the best model
for inhibitors and non-inhibitors reached 87.20% and 90.30%.

Featurization based on mathematical features

These strategies utilize mathematical ideas and methods,
such as algebraic topology, differential geometry, and graph
theory, to extract features of protein-ligand interactions.
These related models have several applications, including
virtual screening, binding affinity prediction, and toxicity
prediction.

Wei et al. proposed several combined affinity prediction
models, such as T-bind [65], TopologyNet [66], TopBP [67],
and TopVS [67], based on the idea of persistent homology
(PH) in algebraic topology. Instead of extracting traditional
interaction features, such as hydrogen bonds and van der
Waals forces, these models extract the three-dimensional
information of the complexes as topological invariants,
including independent components, rings, and cavities, and
later use these invariants as features.

However, extracting topological features can lead to the
loss of a large amount of biological and chemical informa-
tion since the functions of biomolecules are closely related to
their structures. To overcome this difficulty, they proposed
element-specific PH, multi-component PH, and multi-level
PH. For example, they performed PH calculations for four
protein heavy atoms (C/N/O/S) and nine ligand heavy atoms
(C/N/P/S/P/F/Cl/Br/I) within a certain distance, and charac-
terized the interaction information of the complexes by
atom pair networks. Using PH features of carbon atom pairs
to indicate hydrophobic interactions, PH features of N and O
to indicate hydrogen bonding interactions, etc. The results
demonstrated that PH achieved a synthetic featurization of
complex biomolecules and retained indispensable biological
information while reducing ML dimensionality.

Nguyen et al. proposed AGL-Score based on multiscale
weighted colored subgraphs [68]. The main task undertaken
by the algebraic graph was to convert high-dimensional
interaction information into low-dimensional representa-
tions. Three kinds of algebraic graphs, including Laplacian
matrix, pseudo-inverse of Laplacian matrix, and adjacency
matrices, were used in this study to depict protein-ligand
interactions in different ways. Wee et al. used Ollivier
persistent ricci curves (OPRCs) to characterize the com-
plexes based on the idea of differential geometry [69]. The
process mainly involves modeling the molecular structure
and interactions as a graph, calculating Ollivier-ricci curves
on the graph to obtain geometric descriptors, and finally
combining them with the gradient boosting tree (GBT)

Table : Feature learning-based MLSFs.

Model Backbone Main application

Atom context-based features
DeepVS [] CNN VS
DeepDock [] GNN VS
RTMScore [] Graph transformer Scoring, ranking
Grid-based features
Pafnucy [] CNN Scoring
Kdeep [] CNN Scoring
GNINA [] CNN Docking
Graph-based features
PotentialNet [] GNN Scoring
InteractionGraphNet [] GNN Scoring, VS
PIGNet [] GNN Docking, VS, ranking
SE()-equivariant and invariant-based features
EquiBind [] IEGMN Binding pose prediction
TankBind [] GNN Binding pose prediction
DiffDock [] Diffusion Binding pose prediction
Uni-mol [] Transformer Binding pose prediction

CNN, convolutional neural networks; VS, virtual screening; GNN, graph
neural networks; IEGMN, independent E()-equivariant graph matching
network.
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algorithm for prediction of binding affinity. Overall, these
mathematical features provide a newway of developing SFs,
but the complexity and abstraction of suchmethods can also
limit their application.

Feature learning-based MLSFs

Traditional feature engineering-based MLSFs involve
pre-defined feature calculations and selection for both the
compound and protein. These approaches heavily rely on
domain knowledge to extract useful features from the
compound and protein data [70]. In contrast, feature
learning-based compound-protein binding prediction using
end-to-end deep learning frameworks to extract structural
information from the compound and protein automatically.
The representation strategies can be categorized into atom
context-based, grid-based, and graph-based approaches, as
well as graph-based approaches with SE(3)-equivariant fea-
tures [47]. These strategies aim to map the input data to a
high-dimensional space to capture essential information for
learning compound-protein interactions, encompassing not
only scoring but also binding poses. Figure 3 depicts three
kinds of feature learning-based representation strategies.
Table 3 lists various feature learning-based compound-pro-
tein binding prediction methods introduced in this paper,
along with their categories, main applications, and the
backbone they are based on.

Atom context-based features

Atom context-based features refer to the extraction of
features from the local environment of each compound
atom. This includes information such as atom type,
coordinates, distances, and amino acid type. By utilizing this
approach, it is possible to convert the complex interactions
between protein and compound into a fixed number of
dimensional vectors.

One example of this approach is DeepVS, which extracts
a set of atom contexts and then feeds them into a convolu-
tional layer for further analysis [71]. DeepDock uses
geometric deep learning for molecular docking and virtual
screens [72]. In this approach, compounds are represented as
graphs, and the intramolecular context of each atom is
extracted using a graph convolutional neural network.
The protein target surrounding the ligand is represented as a
3D mesh with four properties (electrostatics, hydropathy,
hydrogen-bond donor/acceptor, and shape index) at each
point, which is employed in a graph convolutional neural
network to extract features. Pairwise-concatenated features
are then used as input for a mixture density network (MDN)

to obtain a probability density function for each complex,
which determines the potential of the ligand fitting into the
protein.

RTMScore improves over DeepDock by representing
proteins as undirected graphs at the residue level and using
a graph transformer for protein and ligand feature extrac-
tion [73]. The protein and ligand are converted into 3D
residue graphs and 2D molecular graphs, respectively. Two
sets of independent graph transformer layers are used to
learn the node representations of protein and ligand. The
node representations of protein and ligand are then
concatenated pairwise and fed into an MDN to calculate
the necessary parameters for a mixture density model.
This model can generate a probability distribution for the
minimum distance between each residue and each ligand
atom, which is used to create a statistical potential by
summing all independent negative log-likelihood values.

Grid-based features

Grid-based feature extraction is a common approach in deep
learning-based prediction of CPI. The binding sites of
protein-ligand complexes are transformed into a set of 3D
lattice dots, where each dot is linked to a set of channels to
capture various structural characteristics. This allows
for the representation of protein-ligand interactions in a
structured and organized manner, which is suitable for
deep learning algorithms.

Pafnucy [74] and Kdeep [75] are two typical examples
which use a 3D grid-based representation strategy to
segment the binding sites of protein-ligand complexes into
multiple 3D grid points. By using the grid points as the
fundamental unit, atomic basic information is fed into a 3D
convolutional neural network to predict the binding affinity
of protein-ligand pairs. GNINA 1.0 is a molecular docking
software that uses an ensemble of convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) as a scoring function [76]. The built-in CNN
models include Default2017, Default2018, and Dense, all of
which rely on grid-based features. For each type of atom
present in the ligand, a precomputed grid is generated. Each
grid point is then assigned a value calculated using a single
atom of the corresponding type. To score the entire ligand,
the values for each of its atoms are interpolated from the
grid and added together. GNINA also uses a hybrid docking
approach that combines the search efficiency of a rigid-body
docking algorithm with the accuracy of a flexible docking
algorithm. The rigid-body docking step uses precomputed
grids to speed up the search for the optimal pose of the
ligand, while the flexible docking step uses a Monte Carlo
algorithm to sample the conformational space of the protein-
ligand complex.
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Graph-based features

Compared to the traditional flat 2D graph, structure-based
CPI prediction converts protein-ligand complexes into a 3D
graph format. In this format, atoms are represented as
nodes that hold information about their properties. The
connections (edges) between atoms can be either covalent
or non-covalent interactions, and the distance between
the atoms is also considered.

PotentialNet is a typical graph neural network (GNN)
architecture that employs graph-based features for protein-
ligand binding affinity prediction [77]. It uses adjacency
from the atomic distance matrix to encompass a wider
range of neighbor interactions and includes three stages:
covalent-only propagation, dual noncovalent and covalent
propagation, and ligand-based graph gather.

InteractionGraphNet (IGN) is a deep graph representa-
tion learning framework that uses the 3D structures of
compound-protein complexes to learn the interactions
between them [78]. A protein-ligand complex is represented
as three graphs with 3D structural and chemical informa-
tion: a ligand graph, a protein graph, and a bipartite protein-
ligand graph. One graph convolution module is shared
between the ligand graph and the protein pocket graph
for intramolecular representation extraction. Then, the
intermolecular graph convolution module is sequentially
stacked to extract edge representations (which learn about
atom-pair interactions) in the bipartite protein-ligand graph.
Finally, the edge representations are fed into a downstream
fully connected neural network (FCNN) for downstream
decision-making.

Structure-based deep learning models, such as the ones
described above, demonstrate high accuracy due to the use of
3D information between ligands and proteins. However, the
deficiency in 3D structural data of the protein–ligand com-
plexes could drive the models to be over-fitted to the training
data, might fail to generalize in a broader context. PIGNet is a
physics-informed graph neural network for the prediction of
binding affinity of a protein–ligand complex [79]. To learn the
specific pattern of the interaction, binding affinity is defined
as a sum of atom–atom pairwise interactions, which are the
combinations of the four energy components – van derWaals
(vdW) interaction, hydrogen bond, metal–ligand interaction,
and hydrophobic interaction. It predicts CPI by incorporating
a priori physical knowledge into deep learning to make the
model more interpretable.

SE(3)-equivariant and invariant-based features

Recently, there has been emerging research utilizing
SE(3)-equivariant or invariant features. The concepts of

SE(3)-equivariance and invariance are critical physical
characteristics in science, from classical and quantum
physics to computational biology [80, 81]. SE(3)-equivariance
refers to the property where the output undergoes equiva-
lent rotations and translations when the input data is
subjected to rotations and translations while invariance
implies that the output remains unchanged despite rotations
and translations applied to the input. Taking the example of
a molecule, when the molecule undergoes rotations and
translations in three-dimensional space, causing a change in
the coordinates of its atoms, its atomic dipoles or forces
(vector quantities) exhibit equivariance, while the bond
energies and radial distances (scalar quantities) remain
invariant. These properties ensure the ability to predict the
same binding complex regardless of the initial positioning
and orientation of themolecules in space, which is especially
needed for data-scarce problems such as compound-protein
binding prediction [22, 82].

EquiBind is an SE(3)-equivariant geometric deep
learning model that enables direct-shot prediction of both
the receptor binding location and the ligand’s bound pose
and orientation [22]. It takes as input a ligand molecular
graphwith a randomassociated unbound 3D conformer, and
receptor-bound structure, both represented as spatial
k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) graphs. In the ligand graph, atoms
are represented as nodes, using their respective 3D co-
ordinates from the unbound conformer and initial features
such as atom type. Edges are established between all pairs of
atoms within a distance cutoff of 4Å. The receptor graph
consists of residues as nodes, where the α-carbon locations
determine their 3D coordinates. Each node in the graph is
connected to its ten closest neighboring nodes within a dis-
tance of less than 30Å. To process these graphs, EquiBind
utilizes an Independent E(3)-Equivariant Graph Matching
Network (IEGMN) to transform both the features and 3D
coordinates. This transformation facilitates intra and inter
neural graphmessage passing, allowing for the extraction of
coordinate E(3)-equivariant transformations and feature
embeddings. The coordinate transformations are used to
identify the rigid body transformation through ligand and
receptor binding keypoints, as well as to model ligand flex-
ibility. The binding keypoints are trained to match the
ground truth binding pocket points using an optimal trans-
port loss, which recovers their alignment. Ligand flexibility
is modeled by predicting an atomic point cloud of the
deformed molecule and subsequently utilizing a fast
algorithm to extract internal changes in rotatable bonds’
torsion angles that best align with the point cloud.

TankBind improves on EquiBind by predicting a docking
pose for each possible pocket independently [83]. This pose
is represented as an interatomic distance matrix. The
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predicted poses are then ranked to determine the optimal
conformation of a ligand in the protein pocket. This method
is more effective than EquiBind as it allows for independent
prediction of docking poses,which results in amore accurate
ranking of the ligand conformations. EquiBind and Tank-
Bind treat docking as a regression problem, eliminating the
need for extensive sampling of possible binding locations
and poses employed by previous methods. These approach
enables the attainment of the optimal ligand conformation
within the protein pocket to complete the docking process,
and achieves significant enhancements in both speed and
prediction quality when compared to previous search-based
binding that use one or more conformational predictions.

Unlike these two approaches, DiffDock is a diffusion
generative model that treats molecular docking as a gener-
ative problem [84]. DiffDock involves a diffusion process
on the degrees of freedom related to ligand poses, which
include the position of the ligand relative to the protein
pocket, its orientation within the pocket, and the torsional
angles that describe its conformation. In the denoising
process, it searches for the optimal conformation of a ligand
within the protein pocket.

To enhance the performance of tasks involving
protein-ligand structures and interactions, Uni-mol
employs a Molecular Representation Learning (MRL)
approach, which involves pre-training on extensive 3D
structure data of organic molecules and candidate protein
pockets [85]. To predict the optimal conformation of a ligand
in a specific protein pocket, Uni-mol first obtains represen-
tations of the protein pocket and the ligand from the two pre-
trained SE(3) Transformer models and concatenates them as
input to the 4-layer Uni-mol architecture decoder. During the
fine-tuning process for binding pose prediction, a scoring
function is constructed based on the difference between the
distance matrices of the predicted and true atom pairs,
enabling the optimization of input coordinates. This approach
enhances the representation ability for 3D spatial tasks, and
shows excellent performance in complex conformation pre-
diction, as well as molecular property prediction, molecular
conformation generation, and pocket property prediction.

Data for protein structure-based CPI
prediction

Structure-based prediction of CPI requires the co-crystallization
of compound-protein complexes or protein folding struc-
ture. Obtaining high-quality three-dimensional structures of
proteins has long been a bottleneck that limits the perfor-
mance of constructed scoring functions. However, with the
development of technology and instrumentation, especially

cryo-electron microscopy and the advent of AlphaFold, 3D
structural data has been supplemented and many databases
containing 3D structures have been developed. This section
introduces some datasets widely used for the construction of
structure-based CPI models, and all dataset summaries are
listed in Table 4.

The PDBbind v.2020 database provides 19,443 experi-
mentally determined protein-ligand binding affinity data
(in the form of Kd, Ki, or IC50 values) collected from the RCSB
Protein Data Bank. Besides protein-ligand interaction data,
it also provides structural information about the protein-
ligand complexes, i.e., the specific binding sites. These two
types of information are useful for studying the relationship
between binding affinity and complex structure using
computational and statistical methods in drug discovery.
PDBbind is regularly updated with the growth of PDB.

The BindingMOAD is another comprehensive collection
of experimentally determined protein-ligand structures
and their binding affinities from PDB or extracted from
literature [86]. It contains >40,000 protein-ligand complexes
with high-quality experimental data on binding affinity and
well-resolved protein crystal structures. It is freely available
and widely used in many studies and applications. The
Binding MOAD database is continuously updated and
curated to ensure high quality and relevance for current
research needs.

The DUD-E dataset is a widely-used benchmark dataset
for evaluating virtual screening methods by providing
decoys in drug discovery [87]. It consists of two parts: the
“decoy” set and the “active” set. The “active” set includes
active compounds that are known to bind to protein tar-
gets with specific binding affinities, while the “decoy” set
contains 50 molecules for each active having similar
physicochemical properties but dissimilar 2D topology that
are not known to bind to the target. This dataset challenges

Table : Databases for protein structure-based CPI prediction.

Databases Main content Links

PDBbind Binding affinities and D
structure for the protein
ligand complexes.

http://www.pdbbind.org.cn/

CrossDocked


Cross-docked protein
ligand complexes from
PDBbind.

https://github.com/gnina/
models/

BindingMOAD Well resolved protein
crystal structures
biological relevant
ligands with
binding data.

http://www.bindingmoad.org/

DUD-E Benchmark with decoys. https://dude.docking.org/
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virtual screening methods to identify the active molecules
from the decoys. However, there are still biases in this
dataset leading to an unfair test [88, 89]. This indicates an
urgent need for the construction of high-quality benchmark
datasets.

Most methods for predicting protein-ligand interactions
focus on replicating the structure of known complexes
(redocking). However, in a realistic application scenario, our
main goal is to determine how a novel ligand binds to a given
protein pocket structure. Since deep learning methods
prefer large amounts of data for training to get excellent
results, currently, there is not enough 3D structural data
available.

To address this challenge, CrossDocked expanded the
available 3D structural data for CPI prediction [11]. Similar
ligand binding sites were downloaded from PDB and
grouped as the original data source of CrossDocked.
Then, smina was used to augment docked poses by docking
ligands to a cognate receptor and by intentionally docking
to non-cognate receptors to generate counterexamples [90].
In total, the CrossDocked2020 set contains 13,780 unique
ligands, 41.9 % of which have binding affinity data aligned
to the PDBbind database, 2,922 pockets, 18,450 complexes,
and 22,584,102 binding poses. However, the noise present in
this dataset should be noted because some assumptions
made in the construction of the dataset, such as that a given
ligand has the same binding affinity for all receptors of a
given pocket.

Non-structure-based CPI prediction

Conventional methods for predicting CPI can be classified
into two types: structure-based and ligand-based. The
structure-based method includes docking simulation, and
it relies on the knowledge of 3D structure of the target
protein [91]. The ligand-based method predicts CPI by
comparing candidate ligands to known ligands of the
target protein. However, it is not applicable when the target
protein has very few known ligands [92].

Bredel and Jacoby introduced a chemogenomics
approach to predict CPI without using the 3D structure of the
target protein [93]. Chemogenomics approaches consider
multiple types of information simultaneously, including
drug-related information (e.g., chemical information),
target-related information (e.g., protein sequence), and
known interaction information. Genomic features can
also be used for functional annotation of small molecules
and genes. When integrating multiple sources of biolog-
ical information such as drug-target interactions (DTI),
drug-drug interactions, and protein-protein interactions,

network-based or knowledge graph-based approaches can
be established for CPI prediction. Non-structure-based CPI
prediction can be further divided into chemogenomics-based
methods, transcriptomics-basedmethods, and network-based
methods (Table 5). These methods share the same primary
procedures: (1) Data collection; (2) Mathematical descriptor
generation; (3) Search for the best subset of variables; (4)
Model training; and (5) Model validation. Among them, the
core step ofmodel training is to represent smallmolecules or
biomacromolecules with descriptors that can capture both
molecular properties and structural characteristics well
(Figure 4A).

Chemogenomics-based CPI prediction model

Several chemogenomics methods have been proposed in
the last decade, differing mainly in how proteins, ligands,
and similarities between them are depicted. Playe et al.
have comprehensively evaluated machine learning
methods for chemogenomics-based CPI prediction [14]. Early
chemogenomics-based CPI prediction methods mainly used
predefined molecular fingerprints and protein descriptors
to measure similarities between objects or as input features.
With the continuous development of deep learning, more
end-to-end frameworks have been applied to predict CPI,
automatically extracting features of protein and compound
to contain more information than predefined features.
When proteins and compounds are represented in text form
(sequence) or images (3D grids), CNN (Figure 4B) or recursive
neural networks (RNN, Figure 4C) can handle protein
sequence and molecular representation such as Simplified
Molecular Input Line Entry System (SMILES) [94, 95]. When
the molecular graph (represented by atomic characteristics,
bond characteristics, and adjacency matrix) is used as input,
the GNN [96] can be adopted to complete the CPI prediction
task [97]. Unlike sequence-based methods, GNN captures
non-Euclidean information and directly learns the repre-
sentation of molecular structure (Figure 4D).

DeepDTA applies CNN to extract low-dimensional
real-value characteristics of compounds and proteins,
then concatenates the two vectors and computes the final
output via a fully-connected layer [98]. Inspired by the
transformer architecture’s powerful ability to capture
features from sequences, TranformerCPI treats compound
and protein sequences as input sequences, applying a
gated convolutional network to learn representations of
proteins and a graph convolutional network (GCN) to learn
molecular graphs of compounds [99]. A label reversal
experiment was proposed to test whether a model learns
true interaction features other than hidden ligand bias
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introduced in model training. Compared with other
models, TransformerCPI achieved significantly improved
performance on the new experiments, suggesting it can
learn desired interaction features and decrease the risk
of hidden ligand bias.

To overcome the limitation of protein sequences in
accurately representing interactions in three-dimensional
space, several methods have utilized structural-related
features of proteins as inputs to improve drug-target affin-
ity (DTA) prediction. Jiang et al. proposed DGraphDTA that
utilizes contact maps predicted from protein sequences
as the input for the protein encoder, which helps improve
the performance of DTA predictions [100]. Another approach
is presented by Zheng et al. who developed an end-to-end
deep learning framework for predicting interactions [101].
In this framework, proteins are represented using a

two-dimensional distance map, and a dynamic attentive
convolutional neural network is employed to learnfixed-size
representations from the variable-length distance maps.

On the other hand, to overcome the limitation of
losing structural information when representing drugs as
sequences like SMILES, several models based on GNN
have been developed for CPI prediction, which represent
drugs as graphs. GraphDTA adapted part of the CNN layers to
GNN layers without changing the remaining part of the
model, demonstrating that GNN may be more suitable for
feature extraction from chemical structures than CNN [102].
GraphDTA’s performance has been improved compared to
DeepDTA on the same dataset. However, GNNs with a small
number of layers may not capture the global structure of
compounds effectively. To overcome this limitation,
MGraphDTA proposed a multiscale graph neural network

Table : Non-structure-based CPI prediction models.

Model Description

Chemogenomics-based CPI prediction
DeepDTA [] DeepDTA applies CNN to extract low-dimensional real-value characteristics of compounds and proteins, then concatenates the two

vectors and computes the final output via a fully-connected layers.
GraphDTA [] Based on DeepDTA, GraphDTA changed part of the CNN layers to the GNN layers. GraphDTA’s performance has been improved

compared to DeepDTA on the same dataset.
TransformerCPI
[]

TransformerCPI is a transformer-based CPI prediction model, applying a gated convolutional network and a GCN to learn protein
sequence representations and molecular graphs of compounds, respectively.

DGraphDTA [] DGraphDTA utilizes contact maps predicted from protein sequences as the input for the protein encoder. The inclusion of structural
features through contact maps further enhances the performance of DTA predictions.

DrugVQA [] DrugVQA is an end-to-end deep learning framework for predicting interactions. In this framework, proteins are represented using a
two-dimensional distance map and learned through a dynamic attentive convolutional neural network.

MGraphDTA [] MGraphDTA proposes a multiscale graph neural network with a novel visual explanation method named gradient-weighted affinity
activation mapping for DTA prediction and interpretation, creating a probability map that highlights significant atoms contributing
the most to the DTA.

Transcriptomics-based CPI prediction
CMap [] CMap created the first reference sets of gene expression profiles from cultured human cells treated with bioactive small molecules,

providing indirect clues for CPI.
ProTINA [] ProTINA creates a cell type-specific protein-gene regulatory network based on differential gene expression profiles, and applies a

dynamic model to infer drug targets.
SSGCN [] SSGCN is a Siamese spectral-based graph convolutional networkmodel for inferring the protein targets of chemical compounds from

gene transcriptional profiles. SSGCN applies two parallel GCN to extract features from differential gene expression profiles between
CP-signatures and KD-signatures.

Network-based CPI prediction
DTINet [] DTINet applies an unsupervised approach to learn the low-dimensional characteristic representation of drugs and target proteins

from heterogeneous data, and completed the prediction of DTI via an inductive matrix.
NeoDTI [] NeoDTI can integrate various information from heterogeneous network data and automatically learn topologically retained

representations of drugs and targets to further facilitate DTI prediction
EEG-DTI [] EEG-DTI builds biological networks that connect biological entities including drug, protein, disease, and side effect based on two

types of edges: Relative interaction edge and similarity edge.
CPI-IGAE [] CPI-IGAE converts the heterogeneous graph into a homograph with directed edges and weighted edges, and adjusts the induction

aggregator of GraphSAGE to fit the CPI prediction task.
HampDTI [] HampDTI is a novel heterogeneous network-based method that automatically extract meta-paths through a learnable attention

mechanism instead of a pre-defined one.

CNN, convolutional neural networks; GNN, graph neural networks; GCN, graph convolutional networks; DTI, drug-target interaction; CPI, compound-
protein interaction; CP-signatures, compound-induced signatures; KD-signatures, gene knock-down-induced signatures.
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(MGNN) for DTA prediction and interpretation [103].
MGraphDTA introduces dense connections into the GNN,
enabling all layers to have direct access to the gradients of
the loss function with respect to each weight. This approach
mitigates the vanishing gradient problem and allows for
training very deep GNNs, thereby capturing multiscale
features of proteins and drugs. Additionally, MGraphDTA
introduces a novel visual explanation method called
Gradient-Weighted Affinity Activation Mapping (Grad-
AAM). Grad-AAM creates a probability map that highlights
significant atoms contributing the most to the DTA.

Transcriptomics-based CPI prediction model

SinceHughes et al.’s landmark study demonstrated that gene
expression data profiles can be used for functional annota-
tion of small molecules and genes in yeast [104], various

databases of expression profiles have been developed to
identify potential mechanisms of action of chemicals [105].
CMap created the first reference sets of gene expression
profiles from cultured human cells treated with bioactive
small molecules [106]. These profiles can be used to find
connections between small molecules and physiological
processes, diseases, and drugs with the same mechanism,
providing clues for CPI analyses.

Comparing differential expression patterns induced
by chemical perturbation with those induced by genetic
perturbation may reveal potential information about
compound target interactions [107]. ProTINA creates a cell
type-specific protein-gene regulatory network based on
differential gene expression profiles and applies a dynamic
model to infer drug targets [108]. Pabon et al. implemented
an RF model to explore the correlations between
compound-induced signatures (CP-signatures) and gene
knock-down-induced signatures (KD-signatures) from

Figure 4: Non-structure-based CPI prediction methodology. (A) CPI prediction model pipeline; (B) architecture of convolutional neural network;
(C) architecture of recurrent neural network; (D) architecture of graph neural network; (E) three common input types of models: proteins are input as
sequence and small molecules are constructed as graphs; protein pockets and small molecules are constructed into different graphs; protein pockets and
small molecules are converted into the same graphs.
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CMap to predict drug targets [109]. Zhong et al. designed a
Siamese spectral-based graph convolutional network
(SSGCN) model for inferring the protein targets of chemical
compounds from gene transcriptional profiles [107]. SSGCN
applies two parallel GCN to extract features from differen-
tial gene expression profiles between CP-signatures and
KD-signatures. By this way, SSGCN introduces fewer
assumptions and can learn the underlying relationships
between compound perturbations and gene perturbations.
A compound-centric target inference pipeline was estab-
lished to identify the potential host targets of nelfinavir
(NFV), and a target-centric prediction pipeline was estab-
lished to find novel small molecule inhibitors of ectonu-
cleotide pyrophosphatase/phosphodiesterase 1 (ENPP1) by
screening 22,425 compound perturbation profiles. These
highlight SSGCN as a useful tool to infer the interacting
targets of active compounds, or reversely, to find novel
inhibitors of a given target of interest.

Network-based CPI prediction model

Most network-basedmethods assume that similar drugsmay
have similar targets, and vice versa. These approaches
establish drug-target networks that incorporate multiple
data sources, such as DTI, drug-drug interactions, and
protein-protein interactions. Computational methods and
known Compound-Protein Interactions) are then used to
predict new interactions (Figure 4E). Additionally, hetero-
geneous data, including drug side effects, drug-disease as-
sociations, and genomics data, are employed to enhance CPI
predictions.

DTINet applied an unsupervised approach to learn the
low-dimensional characteristic representation of drugs and
target proteins from heterogeneous data and completed the
prediction of DTI via an inductive matrix [110]. NeoDTI,
developed by Wan et al. is an end-to-end approach that in-
tegrates various information from heterogeneous network
data and automatically learns topologically retained repre-
sentations of drugs and targets to further facilitate DTI
prediction [111]. Both DTINet and NeoDTI are based on
various curated public drug-related databases, including
DrugBank [13], Comparative Toxicogenomics Database
(CTD) [112], Human Protein Reference Database (HPRD) [113],
and Side Effect Resources (SIDER) [114].

EEG-DTI is a novel, end-to-end heterogeneous graph
model, which builds biological networks that connect
biological entities, including drug, protein, disease, and side
effect based on two types of edges: relative interaction
edge and similarity edge [115]. The heterogeneous graph

convolutional neural network is applied to obtain
low-dimensional representations of the drugs and targets,
and the inner product of the representation of a drug
and a target is considered as the interaction score.

Although heterogeneous graphs can integrate many
types of entities and interactions in a single network, it is still
challenging to aggregate the heterogeneous properties of
different types of nodes or edges to obtain a graph repre-
sentation. CPI-IGAE converts the heterogeneous graph into
a homograph with directed and weighted edges, and ad-
justs the induction aggregator of GraphSAGE to fit the CPI
prediction task. The edges in the graph are constructed by
Dice similarity coefficient (DSCs) [116].

HampDTI is a novel heterogeneous network-based
method, which automatically extracts meta-paths through
a learnable attention mechanism instead of a pre-defined
one [117]. Such meta-path graph implicitly measures the
importance of every possible meta-path between drugs and
targets. The experiments on benchmark datasets show both
the superiority of HampDTI in DTI prediction over several
baseline methods and the effectiveness of the model in
discovering important meta-paths.

Data for non-structure-based CPI prediction

Compared to structure-based CPI prediction models,
non-structure-based CPI prediction models do not require
3D structure information, and a large amount of experi-
mental data is available. This section introduces some
commonly used databases for constructing non-structure-
based CPI models. The descriptions of these datasets are
summarized in Table 6.

BindingDB [12] and STITCH [118] are two large CPI
databases of experimentally determined binding affinities
between small molecules, such as drugs and other biologi-
cally active compounds, and their target proteins, such as
enzymes, receptors, and transporters. PubChem [119]
and ChEMBL [120] are the broadest databases, including
molecular properties and bioactivity from patents or
scientific literature. DrugBank is an online database con-
taining clinical information on drugs and drug targets [13].
Alongside these comprehensive CPI databases, there are two
widely utilized smaller databases named KIBA [121] and
Davis [122], which contain measured bioactivity specifically
for kinase inhibitors.

KEGG is a database that contains genomic information
at themolecular level, using large-scale molecular databases
generated by high-throughput technologies to understand
high-level functions and utilities of cells, organisms, and
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ecosystems [123]. CMap collects gene-expression profiles
from cultured human cells treated with bioactive small
molecules, together with pattern-matching software to mine
this data [106]. Leveraging a new, low-cost, high throughput
reduced representation expression profiling method called
L1000, a 1,000-fold scale-up of the CMap, named CLUE, has
been accomplished [124]. The latest release is an expansion
upon the 2017 data, encompassing 3.02 M profiles from over
80,000 perturbagens, including compounds, mechanisms of
action (MoAs) and unique genes. These gene-expression
profiles can be used to find connections among small
molecules sharing a mechanism of action, chemicals and
physiological processes, and diseases and drugs.

Discussion

In drug design, understanding the relationship between
protein structure, conformation, and function is of great
importance [125].When the 3D structure of the target protein
is available, structure-based CPI prediction can provide
more reliable results by leveraging the structural informa-
tion of the protein, which enables the extraction of interac-
tion patterns that can be generalized to novel ligands [126].
Nevertheless, most of these methods necessitate the prior
identification of the binding pocket for the ligand within the
protein to determine 3D protein-ligand complex structures.
While traditional computational methodologies for pocket
identification, such as SiteMap [127], serve as viable alter-
natives to costly experimental techniques, they still exhibit
limitations and constraints [128]. The emergence of SE(3)-
equivariant geometric deep learning model and diffusion
generative model that enables direct-shot prediction of both
the receptor binding location and the ligand’s bound pose

and orientation, eliminating the need for extensive sampling
of possible binding locations [22]. On the other hand,
when the knowledge of the 3D structure is inaccessible, non-
structure-based CPI prediction models are an alternative.
These models can be built based on large datasets that incor-
porate more diverse data types. However, non-structure-
based CPI prediction models cannot account for complex
interactions well [129], especially when these interactions are
susceptible to conformational changes or the chain flexibility
of the protein [130].

The integration of machine learning has significantly
enhanced the predictive capability of both structure- and
non-structure-based methods. However, it has also brought
some challenges.

Model interpretability

Interpretability remains a significant concern for
improving the performance of CPI prediction models. The
three-dimensional structure of proteins can provide more
information about the interaction characteristics between
proteins and ligands, and more than that, researchers can
also use deep learning models that combine methods such
as attention mechanisms to give correlation between
structural information and binding affinity of protein-
ligand complexes, which can be further used for structural
modification of compounds in drug design [131]. Recently,
the progress in conversational AI represented by ChatGPT
has had a profound impact on various fields. As a powerful
language processing model, ChatGPT is designed to
generate human-like conversations by understanding
the context of a conversation and generating appropriate
responses. We can use similar methods to interpret

Table : Databases for non-structure-based CPI prediction.

Databases Main content Links

BindingDB Binding affinity entries between small drug-like molecules and potential target proteins https://www.bindingdb.org/
STITCH Experimentally determined interactions and predicted interactions between chemical com-

pounds and proteins
http://stitch.embl.de/

DrugBank Clinical level information and molecular level data about drugs https://go.drugbank.com/
ChEMBL Chemical, bioactivity and genomic data of bioactive molecules https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/
PubChem Chemical structures, identifiers, chemical and physical properties, biological activities, pat-

ents, health, safety, toxicity data, and many others
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

Davis  kinase inhibitors with  kinases of human catalytic protein kinome Refer to the supplementary materials of the
original article []

KIBA , chemical compounds and  kinase targets with various bioactivity Refer to the supplementary materials of the
original article []

KEGG Genomic, chemical and systemic functional information https://www.genome.jp/kegg/
CLUE Microarray data of treatment of , perturbagens including , small molecule drugs

in  cell contexts.
https://clue.io/
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complex CPI prediction results, identify potential short-
comings, and guide future ligand structural optimization.

Data problem

Despite the availability of many large databases, they still
cannot fully meet all requirements. For structure-based CPI
prediction models, one of the most challenging problems is
the lack of 3D protein-ligand complex structures for training,
which results in a decline in the model’s generalization
ability. For example, PDBbind, a widely used database for
building structure-based CPI models, contains less than
20,000 data entries. Although AlphaFold2 has significantly
contributed to the expansion of 3D structural data,
they are still imperfect for accurate structure-based CPI
modeling [132, 133]. Moreover, many CPI prediction models
suffer from a high false positive rate problem that arises
from imbalanced data in training [134, 135]. DUD-E creates
more negative samples to address this issue, but also
introduces hidden biases [88]. Such biases could be easily
learned by neural network architectures, providing the
wrong “guidance” to distinguish active molecules from
negative ones.

Feature extraction

Optimizing feature extraction is an important direction for
exploration. In the realm of structure-based CPI prediction
models, conventional feature engineering-based MLSFs rely
on expert domain knowledge for extracting valuable
features, such as energy terms or non-covalent interactions.
Nonetheless, this method may inadvertently introduce
irrelevant features due to artificial bias [40]. Conversely,
feature learning-based MLSFs generally adopt a data-driven
approach, requiring straightforward inputs like atom type,
distance, and charge. While this end-to-end approach can
minimize the introduction of artificial errors, it often
sacrifices interpretability [40]. As the utilization of 3D
features in deep learning techniques becomes more
widespread, incorporating them into feature learning-based
MLSFs can lead to the automatic capture of vital interaction
information. This enhancement has the potential to improve
both the accuracy and interpretability of structure-based CPI
prediction models [136, 137].

Non-structure-based CPI prediction models typically
use protein residues as the basic unit of interaction with
ligand atoms. While this simplifies representation, it can
lead to the problem of information loss. To address this
issue, prior knowledge of protein structural or functional

characteristics is required, such as solvent accessible sur-
face (SAS), secondary structure (SS), backbone torsion angle
(BTA), etc. Additionally, combining non-structure-based
CPI prediction models with protein structure folding algo-
rithmsmay be helpful. For instance, AlphaFold2 can deduce
the three-dimensional structure of proteins from protein
sequences [138, 139]. Integrating the learned features of
AlphaFold2 into chemogenomics-based CPI prediction
models may compensate for the information loss of non-
structure-based models.

In general, protein-ligand interactions should be
represented from a multi-perspective, complementary, and
comprehensive way, as information captured by different
featurization strategies can be vastly different. While many
attempts have been made to study feature combinations,
increasing feature complexity does not guarantee improved
model performance and may instead introduce the risk
of overfitting [140]. Therefore, it is important to carefully
consider the selection and prioritization of features.
Combining multimodality to improve CPI prediction
performance is also a feasible direction. Techniques such
as data fusion, multitask learning, and transfer learning can
integrate data from different sources into CPI prediction
models, and are worthy of further investigation to improve
the prediction performance of these models.

Model evaluation

Currently, there are common issues with data distribution
bias and data leakage in CPI datasets. These problemsmake
it difficult to obtain objective model evaluation results.
Recently, the Critical Assessment of Computational
Hit-Finding Experiments (CACHE) project was initiated to
assess the effectiveness of computational CPI methods
through experimental validation, which is the most rigorous
way to evaluate models [141]. For CACHE challenges, rapid
and high-quality testing of predicted outcomes is provided,
and all predictions, including false negative samples, will
be published. This is valuable as it can alleviate the problem
of insufficient negative data in the database and enable
further refinement of the model construction. Therefore,
this project is expected to serve as a paradigm for integrating
computational methods with experimental approaches in
the field of building CPI prediction models.

Summary

This review explores recent progress in CPI prediction. The
main part details recent advancements and innovative
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models that have emerged in this domain. The article
delves into a detailed analysis of representative CPI models,
highlighting their unique features and contributions.
Furthermore, the review provides an overview of pertinent
datasets employed in CPI modeling. The review concludes
with a critical evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses
exhibited by different types of CPI models, summarizing
common challenges encountered in this field. Notably,
feasible recommendations are presented, aiming to guide
and facilitate the development of high-performance CPI
models in future endeavors.
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